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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts stands on the threshold of an historic
achievement - the first universal health care program in the nation; a
commitment to assure health security for all of our citizens by 1992. It is
also a moment of another unusual and related opportunity: to bring both
financial discipline and adequate financial support to the state’s hospital
system and to win a period of four years of balanced reform and stability.

It has been a two-year journey to this point, but we were very close to
journey's end as the 1987 legislative session concluded last night. Just ten
days ago, the Speaker of the House asked for additional time so that his
members could more fully review the issue. He invited me to submit this
message at the opening of the new session today and stressed the importance of
the House then acting expeditiously "to resolve this entire matter in the
early weeks of the 1988 session."

That resolution becomes more urgent daily. The hospitals of this state
have continued to operate voluntarily under a law which ended October 1, 1987,
a law which requires them to provide services for most patients at prices
which no longer meet the hospitals' costs. And, at the same time, these
hospitals must take care of other uninsured patients who cannot pay—even as
the system for sharing this extra financial burden is failing.

With some informal help our hospitals can continue to handle these
problems for another 30 days. Beyond that, their mounting problems will begin
to affect the quality of care they provide. Our hospitals, whether
world-famed teaching institutions or respected community hospitals, need and
deserve a new law—not for a few months or a year, but for several years.

I should note that while I have chosen not to recommend or approve
temporary or partial solutions to particular hospital problems, I have done
so in the conviction that those who participate in, pay for or are concerned

£ about hospital care in this state will be better served by a comprehensive
approach which addresses both access to care and the hospital system which
is largely responsible for it. That is what I believe is now not only
possible but probable, and it can be accomplished in the next few weeks.

Before we turn to the details of what now needs to be done, however,
it is important to review the lessons of our two-year journey. That journey
began with a legislative commission which brought together representatives
from a wide variety of health interests and constituencies, providers and
consumers alike, to recommend sweeping reforms in the state's health
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reimbursement and access systems. That commission did yeoman service in
defining problems and discussing alternative solutions, but it could not reach
agreement on a number of critical Issues.

Because the old law was due to expire October 1, 1987, both the
Legislature’s Joint Health Care Committee and this Administration quickly
put together comprehensive legislative proposals. The House Ways and Means
Committee, under even greater time pressures, reported out a comprehensive
bill, but the bill did not meet approval and was returned to Committee for
revision.

The House then passed and sent to the Senate a six-month extension of
the old law to provide more time for resolution of major concerns and issues.
The Senate Ways and Means Committee, working with a diverse, but dedicated
coalition of hospitals, insurers, large and small business interests, labor,
consumers, the uninsured and others, was able to use this bill as a vehicle to
build a new proposal. That proposal went on to receive overwhelming approval
in the Senate.

The continuing existence of this coalition and the remarkable agreements
it helped to forge have now become the single most important factors in the
future of health care in this State.

This meeting of the minds among the leadership of the Massachusetts
Hospital Association, the Massachusetts Business Roundtable, the Associated
Industries of Massachusetts, the Small Business Association of New England,
Blue-Cross/Blue Shield, the Massachusetts Nurses Association and other
representatives of organized labor, the Life Insurance Association of
Massachusetts, and the Health Care For All Alliance is what now makes it
possible for state government to proceed to resolve the problems and tensions
which have marked these two years of conflict and progress.

The Senate has worked with this group and given its formal approval to
legislation which meets the coalition’s tests and standards. The
Administration has reviewed the coalition’s work and its fiscal implications,
and is fully supportive. We have made appropriate provisions in the 1989
budget proposal to meet the proposal's requirement.

The House, wisely and appropriately, wants to measure the proposal in
terms of its memberships' views and perspectives on the needs of the health
system and those it serves.

The purpose of this special message then is to set forth what we
consider to be the major elements of the coalition's proposal, and to ask the
House to develop and approve its own version within the coming weeks.

I hope and believe that any differences between the House and Senate
versions can go to a conference committee for prompt resolution before time
begins to run out on our joint hopes for the historic achievement of
universal access and for our hospitals whose needs require swift action.

It is important that we not complicate or slow the process as we address
our current opportunity. I therefore choose not to submit still another
detailed legislative proposal, but rather simply ask you to use the basic
agreements in the coalition's hard-won compromise as the basis for your own
dellberations.

For that purpose, we are providing a bill which specifies Intent and
principles only; a bill which attempts to reflect the shared aspirations and
agreements of the coalition's work.
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Our two-year-long journey on the road to health care for all is nearly
end. As we look back, it is clear that our best work has been done whenat an end. As we look back, it is clear that o\xr best wor

we've done it together. I look forward, along with the mei

administration, to our continued work'"tTjget>fer\ ' And I 100
success together on behalf of the citizenVox the Commonwe.

members of my
And I look forward"ifo) our
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Eight

TO MAKE HEALTH SECURITY AVAILABLE TO ALL CITIZENS OF THE
COMMONWEALTH AND TO IMPROVE HOSPITAL FINANCING

j Preamble: By the end of 1992, residents of Massachusetts shall be able to

obtain health care, chiefly through affordable health Insurance and prepaid

plans. Businesses and other employers, consumers, and the Commonwealth will

4 share in meeting these costs:

HEALTH SECURITY

The health security system shall include but is not limited to the following

4 elements necessary to ensure the availability of affordable health care to

Massachusetts residents.

6 (1) a department of health security, limited in size, to carry out

responsibilities assigned to the Commonwealth. The department's

responsibilities will not include the Medicaid program, or rate setting

activities currently handled at the Rate Setting Commission;

10 (2) an uncompensated care pool. As currently uninsured workers begin to be

covered under employer's plans, the pool's primary responsibilities will

be to other uninsured and to underinsured. With respect to the pool:

a. the department shall, (beginning not later than October 1, 1988,)

manage the pool.

b. beginning in 1988, the business community's annual responsibility

for the costs of the uncompensated care pool shall not exceed $325

million, with that responsibility declining in subsequent years.

An Act

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

®lje Commontoealt!) of iHaggati)U£ettsi
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c. the Commonwealth shall, beginning in 1988, be responsible18

19 between the private sector commitment for the year and 115% of

total year pool costs. Above 115%, acute care hospitals and the

Commonwealth shall each pay 50%

(3) a program of supplemental health insurance for disabled resident

seeking to move from public assistance to employment

24 (4) gradual increases in the availability of affordable health insurance to

the uninsured. The department shall work with Insurance companies, both

commercial and nonprofit, and with employers and employer associations26

to offer incentives and assistance to assist in Increasing the

availability of affordable health insurance for employed uninsured28

residents and their dependents. The department shall implement projects29

which will phase-in coverage for the unemployed uninsured, with coverage30

31 being available to all by March 1, 1992, with the Commonwealth's

financial contributions towards this goal will be subject to32

33 appropriation; and

34 (5) effective in 1992, a surcharge ayable by those businesses which fail to

35 provide health insurance to their employees.

| SECTION 2: INCENTIVES AND ASSISTANCE TO EMPLOYERS IN IMPLEMENTING HEALTH

SECURITY

3 The health security system has as Its foundation employers making health
4 insurance available to employees and their families. It is reasonable f(

5 employers to ask in exchange that th

6 (both commercial and non-profit) mak

monwe ice

ordato obi

7 insurance, with a minimum of administrative expense. Th<

8 must include at least the following elements:

9 (1) hospital charges will be controlled through a combination of regulaa

and Increased competition, so that charge increa: easoi

II (2) the department will carry out or arrange for non] n1

carry out an agenda of initiatives and Incentives, Including ta:

designed to encourage insurors to make affordable insurance pro>

ts

available and to encourage employers to offer those products14

15 employees.
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I SECTION 3; HOSPITAL PAYMENTS

Certain improvements to the hospital financing system are necessary in order

to ensure hospitals adequate and predictable revenue; to ensure that

4 employers, insurers and consumers pay hospital charge Increases which are

reasonable, and which over time reflect savings from the conversion to other

6 uses (or elimination) of excess hospital bed capacity; and to ensure that the

7 care provided meets appropriate quality standards. Central to the hospital

8 financing system is a state commitment to help offset the Impact of federal

9 Medicare cutbacks. This commitment would total up to $5O million per year.

10 The Improvements necessary include, but are not limited to the following

11 provisions:

12 (1) private sector charge increases established for four years, with larger

13 increases of $289 million and $262 million occurring in the first two

14 years and smaller increases of $195 million each in years three and

15 four. This sequence of charge Increases reflects the particular problems

16 which high labor costs and other time-limited factors are presently

17 causing as well as a gradual reduction in excess capacity and increase

in competitiveness in the hospital system;18

19 (2) a program of assistance funded not to exceed $5O million in general

20 revenues, subject to appropriation, designed to respond to Inadequate

21 inflation adjustments from Medicare and resultant possible cost-shifting

to private sector payors;

23 (3) recognition of the hardship which provisions of the expired hospital

24 payment system created for certain Institutions, known commonly as the

"underfinanced" hospitals. This recognition would take the form of

"rebasing" for those hospitals except in Instances where those hospitals

25

have experienced significant volume reductions, and should channel an

additional $95 million to those hospitals over the next two years;

29 (4) provisions, including 100% volume variability, which ensure that

30 revenues follow patients and that, except in the case of sole community

providers, a reduction in volume results in a reduction in revenues; and

(5) encourage the closure or conversion of hospitals that have extremely low

numbers of patients, except for sole regional hospitals and certain
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speciality hospitals, and further encourage the delicensing of

unnecessary hospital beds with provisions to reopen beds if occupant

rises.36

(6) notice for employees at least 90 days prior to hospital closure or

conversion; and state—assisted retraining and placement assistance

commencing prior to layoff

40 These principles shall be incorporated in a Master Contract negotiated by Blue

41 Cross and the Massachusetts Hospital Association.

1 SECTION 4: BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD AND COMMERCIAL INSURORS STUDY PROCESS

2 To meet the access commitments included in this Act, improved control over

3 health care costs is essential, and that improved cost control requires that

4 new, more cost-effective health insurance products be available to employers

5 and consumers. Changes to the health insurance market should improve the

6 availability and affordability of products. Any changes in the health

7 insurance market, however, must occur only after thorough consideration of the

8 implications for consumers. This consideration shall include at le;

following elements:

*0 (1) the state auditor shall audit the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Medex and

nongroup plans available in the Commonwealth and conduct a study of all

Medicare supplementary and nongroup plans available in the Commonwealth

and

(2) a special commission on health insurance reform, consisting of a Blue

Cross/Blue Shield representative, a representative from the Life

Insurance Association of Massachusetts and a chairperson appointed by

the Governor, in consultation with health care consumer groups, shall

assess what alternatives, if any exist to the structure of the existing

health insurance market, and sha! assess whether those alternatives

improve the affordability or availability of Medicare supplementary and

nongroup plans and improve the competitive environment in the health

insurance system.
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